A rapid RT-PCR screening assay incorporating multiplexed validated control genes for CBF rearrangements at diagnosis in AML.
Our objective was to establish a multiplexed assay using the Biomed 1 primers to detect AML1-ETO transcripts and 10 different CBFB-MYH11 transcripts, using BCR and ABL transcripts as controls. Control genes were systematically tested for characteristics of optimal controls. The final assay was validated on 50 AML patient samples. Testing confirmed that the designated control gene criteria were fulfilled. Of 50 patient samples tested, four RT-PCR results were discordant with the cytogenetic result. In three cytogenetically negative cases, RT-PCR detected cryptic CBF rearrangements (one AML1-ETO and two CBFB-MYH11). The fourth case was inv(16) positive but negative by RT-PCR; however, the control gene result revealed suboptimal RNA quality. We have described a robust multiplex RT-PCR assay that incorporates experimentally validated control genes that are important for accurate interpretation. The assay is more sensitive than cytogenetics in the detection of CBF AML. Application to large patient cohorts will determine the prognostic significance of cryptic CBF rearrangements compared with their cytogenetic counterparts.